Abstract. According to biological strategy for pest control, we consider a delayed pest management SEI model with birth pulse and impulsive harvesting at different moments. We prove that all solutions of the system are uniformly ultimately bounded and get the conditions of the globally attractive infection-free boundary periodic solution of the system. Further, we obtain sufficient condition with time delay for the permanence of the system. Our results give some reasonable suggestions for pest management.
Introduction
System with impulsive effects describing evolution processes are characterized by the fact that at certain moments of time they abruptly experience a change of state. Processes of such character are studied in almost every domain of applied science and has been studied in many investigation [1] . In [2] , Xiang et al. studied a pest management SEI model.
In the following, based on the paper [2] , we consider a delayed pest management SEI model with birth pulse and impulsive harvesting on susceptible at different moments ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( Where ( ) ( ) ,
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I t are densities of susceptible, exposed, infectious pests at time t, respectively. μ is the natural death rate of the susceptible, exposed and infectious pests.τ is the latent period of the disease, β is the contact rate,α is the death rate because of disease(the disease-related death rate). The pulse birth and impulsive harvesting occurs everyT period. The constant 0 a > represents the birth pulse effort of pest population at
are positive constants. 0 1 p ≤ < represents the harvesting effort of the susceptible pests at
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Since the equation for ( ) E t of the system (1.1) is independent of other equations. We simplify system (1.1) and restrict our attention to the following system: 
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The dynamics
Before this section, we will give some lemmas which be will be useful in the following proof. In this section, we will firstly obtain the sufficient condition of the stability of infection-free periodic solution of system (1.1) with (1.2).
If the absence of ( ) I t , the system (1.3) reduces to
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By calculation, we can get the analytic solution of system (3.1) between pulses, i.e. 
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Considering the last two equations of system (2.1), we have the stroboscopic map of system (2.1) 
Further, we can show
A S * is globally stable, this is true when the following statements are satisfied [4] :
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Therefore, for any 1 2 , 0 ε ε > ,there exists a integer 3 4 ,
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as t → ∞ .This completes the proof. Our next work is to investigate the permanent of the system (1.3).
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